REGENERATIVE STRATEGIES

Using a number of different strategies to aid in the regeneration of the land

WHO: Harry and Alys McKeough and family
WHERE: Carey Downs Station, Upper Gascoyne
179,000 hectares
(Carey Downs and Callytharra Springs)
ENTERPRISE:
1,600 Droughtmaster cross cattle

BANKS
The McKeoughs have been constructing banks in the Wooramel catchment to help to slow the
water in the landscape, rather than allowing it to flow quickly across the station, taking with it soil
and leaving gullies and erosion issues. By slowing the water, the capacity for the water to infiltrate
in the soil is also increased, thus allowing for better plant growth, increased soil health, and a more
productive system.
Favourably for the McKeoughs, most of the major banks have been funded so it has made life a
little easier. In 2021, where there was 10 inches of rain over four days, most of the banks held out.
Although there was one that didn’t, they weren’t happy with its foundation initially so it will be
modified. The banks are now starting to get vegetation cover on them which will further help to
stabilise them. Overall, the banks have certainly started the process of slowing the water - but
there is still more to be done!

IMAGE: COMPLETING WORK ON BANKS
This picture was taken just after the works had been
completed on the 18th September, 2020.

IMAGE: AFTER RAINFALL
This picture was taken on the 8th November, 2021
after the rains. This bank stood up to the rainfall, and
subsequent river flow, and now has vegetation
growing.
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CATTLE AS REGENERATORS
The McKeoughs have been using stock as a low cost option to rehabilitate a couple of their small
gully heads - mainly in the Wooramel catchment. They are doing this by using attractants,
including hay and grain, at the gully heads to entice the cattle in conjunction with their selfherding skills. The cattle, whilst feeding on the attractant, trample the gully head as well as leave
behind fertiliser in the form of urine and manure. In addition, hoof prints aid in the collection of
any seeds that may be blown that way. The overall aim is to rehabilitate the gully head, reducing
erosion and consequently the loss of valuable land, whilst increasing soil health, biodiversity and
landscape resiliency. As with the banks, the sites recorded 10 inches of rain over four days which
was quite hard on the demonstration. Of the three sites that were remediated – one gully head
expanded, taking with it valuable country (which is not ideal), one stabilised with the help of
brushing, and one rehabilitated. It is still a work in progress and also forms part of 'Fixing the
Zippers – A biological approach to rehabilitation' project.

IMAGE: EVIDENCE OF CATTLE AS REGENERATORS
This picture shows what the gully heads look like that
the McKeoughs are trying to regenerate. This one
unfortunately did not work.

IMAGE: CATTLE AIDING REGENERATION
This picture shows the process used to entice cattle,
trampling the gully heads to aid in regeneration.

SEEDING
The McKeoughs have been dabbling in direct seeding, with varying results. In the past, they have
used a camel pitter and a John Shearer seeder where they have experienced some seed
germination. The seedlings create a natural structure, trapping additional seeds and providing a
great microhabitat for these to germinate and survive with following rains.
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CATTLE AS REGENERATORS
The McKeoughs were early adopters of the self-herding technique after receiving training from
practise innovators Bruce Maynard and Dean Revell. Self-herding allows cattle to be moved around
using attractants, without the need for internal fences and numerous motorbikes and vehicles.
This grazing management technique enables the McKeough's to easily and more frequently move
stock around to areas in the landscape to better manage grazing pressure. It helps regenerate the
land by allowing adequate rest time for plants, ensuring they are able to rapidly respond to rains.
This grazing management practice also creates quieter cattle due to more positive human-animal
interactions.

WHERE TO NOW AND OTHER INDICATORS FROM STUDY
The McKeoughs believe that they should be taking their regenerative practises to their more
productive land, believing they will get a better return with that than applying it to country with
lower regeneration potential.
Animal impact through intensive grazing, with long rest periods, is something the McKeoughs
would like to do on their most productive land. They see this as integral part of their
regeneration program.
They recognise the need to stop things getting worse by actioning the small things; especially
using low cost options where reward, i.e money, is greater than effort.
Driving around in a loader, doing small opportunistic work, is something they have been
thinking of doing and would be a worthwhile use of their time.
The McKeoughs will continue using stock to help to rehabilitate their land. They also see the
benefit of adding seed to the area so that there is a known seed bank present when it does rain.
There is an area that the McKeoughs have fenced off which contains a bare flat. They have
attempted a bit of ripping and seeding but with minimal success. The aim is to see if they can
use cattle to stimulate the regeneration process; using the same approach to what has been
used in the Zipper project. This is a much cheaper option than a D7 and has the added bonus of
fertilising the area as they go.
The introduction of nursery paddocks. Their vision is to have paddocks about 1-2ha made using
electric fence tape where they can with put their weaner cattle in during the day with hay and
then take them back to the yards at night. Not only does it train their weaners in self herding,
further quietening stock, but they also disturb the soil to aid in regeneration.
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